
A Better Culture

Pivotstream maintains a secure and available on-
demand services platform by embracing a 
culture of systemic thinking and continuous 
improvement. Our evolving internal controls are 
designed, tested, and implemented with an 
awareness of SaaS and Cloud best practices.  
Our management team empowers team 
members to act in our customers’ best 
interests, and employees are encouraged to 
question practices and suggest changes when 
gaps in our practices are suspected.  

Infrastructure Overview

Our infrastructure provider is SAS-70 Type II 
and SSAE-16 certified.  Virtual machines are 
hosted across multiple host clusters to avoid 
system failures and downtime.  Disaster 
Recovery is a core components of each 
Pivotstream instance, and included with your 
subscription. 

Physical and Data Security

The production environment is secured in 
buildings dedicated to communications and 
datacenter hosting and protected by biometric 
locks and round-the-clock interior and exterior 
surveillance monitoring. Only authorized 
personnel have access to the data center, and 
24/7/365 onsite staff provide additional 
protection against unauthorized entry and 
security breaches. Our software infrastructure is 

updated regularly with the latest security 
patches, and our products run on a dedicated 
network which is locked down with robust 
firewalls and advanced monitoring. 

Service Level Targets

Pivotstream servers provide 99.9% uptime and a 
50% standard utilization target service objective 
to allow for controlled bursting and high 
application performance. Pivotstream delivers 
a100% uptime guarantee on all Public Network 
services to Customers located in our data 
centers. We further provide redundant carrier 
grade Internet backbone connections, advanced 
intrusion detection systems, and denial of 
service (DOS) mitigation.

Want to Know More?

Pivotstream is a customer-driven organization, 
and we’re committed to meeting or exceeding 
your expectations. We know we’re not perfect, 
so if you have other security questions, please 
send me an email at frank@pivotstream.com, 
and I’ll respond as quickly as I can.

Thank you for your business,

Frank Fulton  
COO,  Pivotstream LLC
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